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The following table lists the SAPIErr codes and describes the meaning of each. 0 The SAPIErr code 0
indicates that an error has not occurred. 1 The SAPIErr code 1 indicates that there is an error in the
application. In such cases, it might be necessary to include a picture of the speech recognizer
output. 2 The SAPIErr code 2 indicates that the SAPI has encountered an error condition. 3 The
SAPIErr code 3 indicates that the specified parameter is not valid. Debugger Checks Some of these
can be found in the Microsoft Speech Server 2004 Debugger for the speech recognizer, the Microsoft
speech server prompt engine, or in SAPI itself. 8 The SAPIErr code 8 indicates that the application
isn't working correctly. This is not a normal return code. 1_348 The SAPIErr code 1_348 indicates that
the user specified a command that was not implemented in the specified language (i.e., the user
specified a command to an application that is not installed). 28 The SAPIErr code 28 indicates that
the Microsoft Speech Server 2004 speech recognizer engine could not resolve the text for the speech
request. ResolveText can return an error when it runs into a text that is not properly formatted. 3A
The SAPIErr code 3A indicates that the application failed to initialize itself properly. To resolve this
problem, turn on verbose help and examine the output. 400 The SAPIErr code 400 indicates that the
user triggered the speech recognizer engine to finish with a bad or invalid command. Specifically,
InvalidCommand is the main cause. To fix it, turn on verbose help and examine the output.
InvalidData, UserTriggeredEnd, and SystemTriggeredEnd are the three possible causes. SAPIErr code
400 might also be caused when the speech recognizer engine loads a grammar that does not exist.
Turn on verbose help and examine the output. 403 The SAPIErr code 403 indicates that the
requested operation is not supported on the API (for example, adding a category to an item). 404
The SAPIErr code 404 indicates that an operation could not be performed on the API (for example,
adding a child to a category). SAPI Errors You can capture
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SAPIErr is a command-line utility that can be used to decode SAPI error codes. It will return a
description for any SAPI error codes that you provide. SAPIErr is useful for deciphering SAPI error
codes returned by the speech recognizer, the Microsoft Speech Server 2004 prompt engine, and SAPI
itself. Get SAPIErr and try it for yourself to see what it's all about! How to use SAPIErr: SAPIErr has
three command-line commands available: lookup, get, and test. The first command, lookup, will
allow you to lookup any SAPI error code you provide. The second command, get, will provide a
description for any SAPI error codes that you provide. The third command, test, will allow you to test
a specific error code. For example: (Windows XP) C:>
c:\converse\sapi\sapi\svn1\src\sapi_utils\sapiErr.exe lookup -et 2005-08-14.txt: 2005-08-14.txt: SAPI
Error Code: Msg 1908366565 Last 100 Records: 100 Data type: A comma-separated list of error
codes. These are the codes returned by SAPI, the Prompt Engine and the Speech Recognizer during
calls to the TTS engine. For example, to look up any SAPI error code in the logs, enter this command:
c:\converse\sapi\sapi\svn1\src\sapi_utils\sapiErr.exe lookup -et 2005-08-14.txt The next step is to
specify a date that you want to look up the error codes of the last 100 records of a log. To do this,
the command needs a comma-separated list of date ranges, separated by commas. To view the date
ranges included in the list of date ranges, use the command get:
c:\converse\sapi\sapi\svn1\src\sapi_utils\sapiErr.exe get -et 2005-08-14.txt Once you have specified
a date and selected the error codes you want to get a description of, enter the test command:
c:\converse\sapi\sapi\svn1\src\sapi_utils\s b7e8fdf5c8
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Microsoft Speech Server 2004 error codes can be described in a variety of ways. Microsoft speech
server 2004 returns various error codes that can give away what might have happened during
various speech recognition events. This can be particularly useful when figuring out why a particular
speech recognition event happened or when tracking down problems in your speech system. To
troubleshoot the errors, you need to figure out what happened. That is, if SAPIErr does not suffice. In
most cases, it should suffice, but sometimes you need more information to figure out what
happened. In such cases, you can get more information by querying the Microsoft Speech Server
2004 prompt engine. SAPIErr is a command-line utility for SAPI error codes, providing information on
the SAPI error codes returned by Speech Server. When called without any parameters, SAPIErr looks
for all possible SAPI error codes, and gives more information in the case of an SAPI error. For
example, it can tell you what to do if the system fails to decode a file. The output of SAPIErr can be
used as an input to other SAPI error code lookups. Also, SAPIErr can be used as a filtering command
for SAPI logging if you use Log management tools such as Log Parser or NewLogging. SAPIErr Main
Routine: SAPIErr pErr = SAPIGetLastError(); At the time of this writing, SAPIErr returns
SAPI_ERROR_NOMEM. Command Line Usage: For Windows XP, see SAPIErr -help. SAPIErr
-------------------- SAPIErr [help |? |-] | -cs -bcs [-cs -cs] [n] [-bcs -bcs] [n] [-cs --] [-bcs --] [-cs ] [-bcs ]
This command helps you get the SAPI error codes returned by Speech Server 2004. It can be used to
decipher any SAPI error codes that appear in the Speech Server 2004 log files. The result of the
speech recognition file can be interpreted in many ways. It can tell you what file had a problem, it
can tell you what kind of recognition problem occurred, it can even tell you where the recognition
problem occurred. The command-line usage of SAPIErr

What's New In?

SAPIErr is a command-line utility for Windows 95/98/ME/XP/2003/Vista/7/2008. This tool deciphers
various SAPI error codes returned by the Speech Recognizer, the Prompt Engine, and SAPI itself.
SAPIErr Usage: SAPIErr [ /p:parm ] [/r:prm] SAPIErr --help: - Will display a help screen that will
describe the supported parameter. - Will display help screen that will list the supported parameters. -
Will display a help screen that will describe the supported command-line switches. SAPIErr Version
History: Version 1.0: - Supports Windows 9x, 10, NT, 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, 7, 2008. - Supports
Speech Server 2004. - Supports a few commands. - Credits: SAPIErr was originally developed by
Aaron D. Burge. - CDS Client Team, www.cl.com - Motorola, www.motorola.com - Microsoft
Corporation License: ... Errors offer a very simple way to view the results of a command, or to let the
user know when an operation failed. Errors can be used to: - View the results of the command. -
Inform the user when the operation fails. - Provide a simple graphical explanation of the results of
the command. Commands are the basic actions that the user can perform in a program. Commands
include simple user-interface elements such as "open", "save", "print", "help", etc. Commands are
generally offered from a menu. The most common place for commands in a program is in the shell. A
shell is the interface between a user and the application. In most shell programs, commands are
listed by name on the menu. Windows: - Normal Windows 7 Menu: Commands in Windows 7 are
offered through the user interface. The normal Windows user interface menu has several commands
that are built into Windows, such as "Start", "Run", "Applications", etc. - Windows 7 User Shell: The
Windows 7 User Shell is a shell that is offered from the file menu. In this shell, menus appear as "List
Options", "My Computer", "Network", "Storage", etc. Note: - If a program offers a Shell menu, the
program
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System Requirements:

Adobe Flash Player version 11.0.0.183 or later is required to play the game. Adobe Flash Player is
free from Adobe You can download Flash Player from here. The minimum resolution of the monitor
must be 1280 x 720. This game has a very good graphic and performance on PC. Bomberman
Classic game review Bomberman is a series that is loved by everyone all over the world. A series
that has produced many clones and is a pioneer series in the top ten grossing titles. The
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